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Abstract 
This paper is based on corpus data from a study that was conducted in Uganda by the Center 
for Research on Environmental Decisions (CRED). Using a multi-perspective approach to 
spoken discourse analysis, the paper discusses the manifestations and patterns of participation 
and decision-making as they emerge through evaluation and appraisal in the context of 
participatory community development processes. Taking the discourse of farmer group 
meetings as a genre of business meetings, the paper explores how participants use Luganda to 
express assessment and make decisions during interactive discourse. In this paper, I discuss the 
manifestations of the subtle decision-making style, which demonstrates a culturally constructed 
concept of participation in Luganda. I refer to this culturally unique discursive process as the 
non-explicit style of participation and decision-making. The main characteristic of subtle 
decision-making discussions is that participants reach a consensus or take a spontaneous 
implicit group position on a matter without anyone formally announcing the decision.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Working in groups has particularly been emphasized by Governments, Non-Governmental 
Organizations (NGOs) and development agencies as an important component of participatory 
rural development and empowerment (Chambers 1974: 12; Iedema 1997: 73; Orlove et al. 
2010: 243; Roncoli et al. 2011: 127). However, the process of rural development through groups 
brings with it new challenges of participation discourse of members at meetings (Cleaver 1999: 
597; Hausendorf and Bora 2006a: 1, 2006b: 85; Roncoli et al. 2011: 123). One of the challenges 
is how different actors, including participants at community development project meetings, 
construe the notion of participation.  
  
In a general sense, participation means to take part. It may also, according to Firth (1995: 3) 
and Sidnell (2010: 1), be viewed as ubiquitous talk by which we use language to negotiate, to 
argue, to persuade, to denigrate, to justify, to flatter, and so on. On the other hand, Merrit (as 
cited in Tannen 2007: 27) construes participation as mutual engagement, which is an observable 
state of being in coordinated interaction, as distinguished from mere co-presence. Participation 
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may also be viewed as the expression of internal and emotional connections that bind 
individuals to other people, places, activities, memories and words (Duranti 1997: 20; Tannen 
2007: 27).  
 
Consequently, participation may be construed as the direct involvement of ordinary people in 
the affairs of planning, governance and overall development programs at local or grassroots 
levels (Williams 2006: 197). This notion of participation suggests that participatory discourse 
emerges whenever a decision-making process requires the public to be included in an activity 
of social decision-making (Firth 1995: 3; Hausendorf and Bora 2006a: 1; O’Mahony and 
O'Sullivan 2006: 72). In this respect, when people contribute dialogue, they demonstrate their 
allegiance to the group and their commitment to the ultimate goal of participation, which is to 
reach a consensus (Roncoli et al. 2011: 125).  
 
However, participatory approaches especially among rural African communities may not 
always necessarily be beneficial to majority of the members of a community, even though 
community participation features as a key component of development programs at the local 
level (Roncoli et al. 2011: 127; Williams 2006: 197). This situation illustrates how the 
established relations of social dominance expressed through language may affect processes of 
persuasion and assent. In this case, participation relates to evaluation and appraisal in issues of 
negotiation, decision-making, and problem-solving through sharing and joining activities 
between the individual and larger reference groups. This view of participation raises the notion 
of citizenship, which is described as participation perceived by the participants themselves and 
manifested in their communicated images of self and others (Bora and Hausendorf 2006: 23; 
Fairclough et al. 2006: 98; Norris 2008: 134; Sbisa 2006: 151; Strauss 2005: 211).  
 
 
2. Participation, community development and the discourse of meetings 
 
One way that an individual may join the activities of a larger group and express citizenship is 
to participate in meetings. Meetings embody and provide a platform for various practices. In 
other words, meetings are the participatory frameworks through which a community can 
address its goals and develop its practice. Therefore, in the context of participatory community 
development, there is a need to explore the language that people use in meetings, and how this 
language may relate to and constitute the immediate and wider contexts in which meetings 
unfold. This is because meetings frequently involve the discussion of people, events and values 
that are referred to inexplicitly (Handford 2010: 76). In this sense, the discourse of meetings is 
a form of negotiation, involving discursive behaviors like topic control, turn-taking, 
argumentation, disagreement, and consensus-building (Bell 1995: 47; Firth 1995: 3; Morand 
2000: 245). When participants argue and explain, they set up different versions of reality, and 
deal with each other’s proposals for how those different versions might be resolved (Antaki 
1994: 186; Mazzi 2006: 271; Smith and Bekerman 2011: 1683).  
 
However, negotiations in meetings, like all other forms of social interaction, involve 
disagreement, requests, suggestions, persuasions, and other speech acts that are, in discursive 
terms, an effort to reach agreement and consensus within the cultural context of the participants 
and the situation (Eslami 2010: 217; Malamed 2010: 199; Martinez-Flor 2010: 257; Roloff et 
al. 2003: 803; Uso-Juan 2010: 237; Virtanen and Halmari 2005: 5). Therefore, if we are to 
accept that meetings are concerned with discussing, and sometimes solving real and 
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hypothetical problems, we need to identify creative problem-solving and decision-making 
strategies through which participants get involved in the meeting process (Cortazzi and Jin 
2000: 111; Handford 2010: 214; Patterson 2008: 37; Squire 2008: 43; Tannen 2007: 58). 
 
Creative decision-making strategies at meetings entail the use of specialized discourse by which 
specific communities of practice manifest and demonstrate the notion of taking part in their 
practice. As Bhatia et al. (2008: 228) observe, discourse is one of the many cultural tools with 
which individuals act to get linked to their socio-cultural environments. Although Firth (1995: 
35) explains that the term ‘discourse’ has been used in several different ways in language study, 
the specific sense that I adopt in this discussion defines it as ‘the situated use of language-in-
social-interaction’. With this working definition of discourse, I attempt to analyze a culturally 
constructed spoken discourse in order to understand and account for the realities of the world 
as we see them – complex, dynamic, and constantly changing. Unfortunately, the linguistic 
dimension of world knowledge is often ignored, although such knowledge of the world is 
associated with and invoked by language and other semiotic systems.    
 
In other words, my aim of analyzing spoken discourse in this paper is to make explicit what is 
normally taken for granted and to show what talking accomplishes in people’s lives and in 
society at large. After all, the overriding function of spoken language is to maintain social 
relationships, and until the characteristics of locally organized settings are investigated and 
explicated in appropriate detail, the extraction of language from them is a procedure with 
unknown properties and consequences. In particular, I examine how addressers construct 
linguistic messages for addressees and how addressees work on linguistic messages in order to 
interpret them (Flowerdew 2008: 115). 
 
Although intercultural communication problems have been studied for a variety of reasons, 
there has been relatively little study to date of negotiation interactions in naturally-occurring 
situations. There is a need for more in-depth work on native speaker negotiation encounters, 
especially in less developed parts of the world (Biber 2008: 102; Marriott 1995: 267). I attempt 
to address the above concerns by contributing to the analysis of the evaluative discourse of 
Luganda in meetings. My analysis sheds light on the ways in which a culturally-constructed 
understanding of participation is reflected in its actual use (Bednarek 2010: 13; Handford 2010: 
204; Martin and White 2005: 1; Thompson and Hunston 2000: 10). 
 
By discussing the non-explicit sub-genre of the evaluative discourse of Luganda meetings in 
the context of participatory community development processes, I make an attempt to answer 
the following questions: What is participatory discourse? Who participates and how do they 
participate? How are decisions reached?  
 
 
3. Theoretical and methodological points of departure  
 
Considering theories of speech acts (Levinson 1983; Martinez-Flor and Uso-Juan 2010) and 
the methodological conventions of conversation analysis (Cameron 2001; Drew and Curl 
2008), as well as the prerequisite requirements of corpus linguistic analysis (Biber et al. 2007; 
O’Keeffe and McCarthy 2010), my discussion and analysis generally falls within the domain 
of spoken discourse analysis. I regard spoken discourse analysis as a research design under 
which I explore the discursive patterns of participation and decision-making among rural 
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communities in a meeting setting. I specifically invoke the appraisal theory (Martin 1997; 
White 2002; Martin and White 2005; Bednarek 2008), to explore the social functions of 
language.  
  
 
4. Analysis of findings 
 
In this section, I analyze and discuss one meeting to track the patterns of participation, decision-
making, and evaluation within the context of meetings on rural community development work. 
This meeting demonstrates an indigenous African or a subtle decision-making mode of 
discussion, where participants reach consensus or take an implicit group position on a matter 
without anyone formally announcing that the position is a decision. The analysis gives an 
introductory overview of the meeting, provides a multi-perspective template of the appraisal 
and generic move structure of the meeting, and thus presents a detailed analytical 
characterization of the meeting. The section concludes with a summary of the multi-perspective 
trends that emerge from the ‘subtle decision-making’ cluster of meetings.1 
 
4.1 Overview of the meeting 
 
The meeting does not have a formal opening, but there is a chairman (Male 1) who, after a 
recorded weather forecast is played, opens the discussion by stating that he wonders whether 
crops will grow to maturity, in light of the weather forecast that has been presented. Other 
members follow by reacting to the chairman’s statement and subsequently taking turns to assess 
the implications of the weather forecast to their farm work. The reaction to the chairman’s 
statement as well as the subsequent spontaneous turns in the discussion (as I illustrate later) 
demonstrate the role of repetition in enhancing the production and comprehension of discourse, 
as well as facilitating connection and interaction among participants. The functions of repetition 
in this respect support Tannen’s (2007: 101) contention that one cannot understand the full 
meaning of a conversational utterance without considering its relation to other utterances, in its 
discourse environment as well as in prior text. There is a free expression of a wide range of 
opinions and turn-taking regarding what to plant and when. Male 1, Male 2, and Male 4 attempt 
to close the discussion at various stages, but the discussion is re-opened by other members who 
either persist to conclude an unconcluded topic or raise a new topic all together.  
 
Decisions are made in subtle ways, without clear moments of conclusion. Participants negotiate 
for their positions in the discussion freely. The taking of turns is spontaneous, except in a few 
instances when a participant tries to moderate the discussion by reflexively inviting fellow 
participants to take turns. The meeting closes when members have no more contributions to 
make, and after several speech turns in which various participants express an agreement to end 
the discussion. There is no formal announcement from the chair or any other participant about 

 
1 The following typeface conventions, as adopted and modified from Thomson et al. (2008: 70), are employed in 
the analysis of appraisal resources and generic properties of the meeting: bold underlining – inscribed (explicit) 
negative attitude; bold – invoked (implied) negative attitude; italics underlined – inscribed positive attitude; italics 
– invoked positive attitude. The sub-type of attitude is indicated in square brackets immediately following the 
relevant span of text: [j] = judgment (positive/negative assessments of human behavior in terms of social norms); 
[ap] = appreciation (positive/negative assessments of objects, artifacts, happenings and states of affairs in terms of 
systems of aesthetics and other systems of social valuation); [af] = affect (positive/negative emotional responses); 
1st af = first-person or authorial affect; 3rd af = observed affect, i.e. the participant describing the emotional 
responses of third parties. 
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the end of the discussion. Rather, there is the use of a metaphor – egenda kutumwa enviiri 
(hunger is going to shave off our hair) – which expresses the view that farmers are bound to 
have poor harvests because there is likely to be little rain for the crops during the coming rain 
season. After the citation of the metaphor, participants raise no more opinions on the debate, 
apart from taking recursive turns to express their concurrence and end the discussion. 
 
4.2 Analytical template of appraisal resources and the generic move structure of the 

meeting 
 

Participant   Luganda  English translation 
Male 1 001 

 
Ebintu byaffe binaakula 
ebyo [ap]? 

Will our crops grow to 
maturity [ap]? 

Female 1  Simanyi [ap]! I don’t know [ap]! 
Male 1  

005 
 

Abamu babadde 
sibannasiga [ap] nga balinda 
enkuba [ap]! 

Some people had not planted 
yet [ap]. They were waiting for 
the rains to come [ap]! 

Female 1  
 

Sinnasiga wadde 
okuteekayo ekimu [ap]! 

I haven’t planted yet, not even 
a single thing [ap]! 

Male 1  
010 
 
 
 
 
015 
 
 
 
 
020 
 
 

Kaakati gye mulinda eriwa? 
Akasana kaaka, olwo 
olutonnya teruwera! 
Luwandaggirira eyo, ne bye 
twasiga mu ttaka ebimu 
byatise [ap]! 

Now, where is the rain that you 
have been waiting for? The sun 
is scorching (the weather is hot 
and dry). The little rains we 
receive are insufficient! It 
drizzles that side (of the 
village), even some of the crops 
we planted have the ground 
starting to crack. (This is 
referring to the ground that is 
getting very hard and dry and 
is beginning to develop 
cracks/small fissures due to 
heat pressure) [ap]! 

Female 1  
 
025 

Bifunfugu. Tolina na 
bijanjaalo wojja kubiteeka 
[ap]! 

There are hard lumps of soil, 
you cannot even plant beans 
[ap]. 

Female 2  
 

Awo njala njereere kati [ap]! We are now bound to face 
hunger [ap]! 

Male 2  
 

Erabika era njala yejja 
okujja [ap]! 

It seems we are going to 
experience hunger [ap]! 

Female 1 030 Hu [ap]! Yes [ap]! 
Male 1  

 
 

Kaakati, musimbe busimbi 
binaafiira mu ttaka [ap]. 

You just have to go on and plant. 
Let the crops/seeds rather die in 
the ground [ap]. 

Female 1  Mu bifunfugu omwo [j]? In those hard lumps of soil [j]? 
Male 1 035 

 
 

Ebimera bimere [ap], yiiyo 
mu Gwokutaano nga musana! 

So that whatever will germinate 
may germinate [ap], after all 
May will be dry! 
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Male 2  
 
040 

Ya bijanjaalo eyo. Egenda 
kubaza bijanjaalo [ap]. 

That rain will be good for 
growing beans. It will help the 
beans to yield [ap]. 

Male 1  Obummonde bunaakula? Will Irish potatoes grow (well)? 
Male 2  

 
 

Anti obummonde bukulira 
kumu n’ebijanjaalo. Mpozzi 
kasooli. 

Irish potatoes take the same time 
to mature as the beans. Perhaps 
the maize. 

Male 4 045 
 
 

Naye ekizibu kuba nga 
tetonnye kuwera mu bimera 
[ap]. 

But the problem is that the 
crops haven’t received enough 
rain [ap]. 

Male 1  
 

Obummonde bwe tusimba 
tebumera [ap]. 

The Irish potatoes that we 
plant do not sprout [ap]. 

Female 4 050 
 
 
 

Okusiga ojja kusiga, 
awagonvu bigende nga 
biteguluramu [ap] kimukimu, 
ebisinga bifiiremu [ap].  

You will plant but only those 
seeds that fall on soft ground will 
sprout [ap]; most of them will 
die [ap]. 

Female 1  
055 
 

Kati olaba nga mu 
bifunfugu byange wali 
obiteekaayo bijja [ap]? 

Do you think any crops can 
survive in those hard lumps of 
mine [ap]? 

Male 3  
 

Era olina kusiga kati bino 
ebiseera. 

But you have to plant now, at 
this time. 

Female 2  
060 

Ate onoobisiga Gwakuna 
[j]? 

Will you plant in April [j]? 

Female 4  
 

Nange ansobedde [j]! She perturbs me with her idea 
[j]! 

Male 1  
 
065 
 

Okutema ng’ettaka lyonna 
likaluba liringa oluku. 
Enkuba tetonnya 
neeweramu [ap]! 

The ground is as hard as a piece 
of firewood. It has not received 
enough rain [ap]. 

Female 2  Tugenda kukola tuti… This is what we are going to do… 
Male 2 065 

 
Naye nze leka mbe ng’abuuza. 
Kiki ekireese ekyo [ap]? 

If I may ask, what is the cause of 
all this [ap]? 

Female 2 070 Wosanga awagonda... Wherever you find a soft ground.. 
Male 2  

 
Mbuuzizza mukulu oli [1st 
af]. 

I addressed the question to the 
other gentleman [1st af]. 

Male 1  
 
075 
 
 
 

Ekireese ekyo, ha, era nkuba 
ntono. Ogiwulira. Enkuba 
ntono nnyo [ap].  Naye wano 
babagambye kukubaganya 
birowoozo. Musiga oba 
mulekayo? 

The cause of this is, well, little 
rain. You have heard about it 
before. The rain is very little 
[ap]. But, you were told to 
discuss. Will you plant or not? 

Female 2  Tujja kusiga [ap]. We shall plant [ap]. 
Female 1 080 

 
Tujja kusiga [ap] bifiireyo, 
ate tunaakola ki [ap]? 

We shall plant [ap] and lose; do 
we have a choice [ap]? 

Female 2  
 
 

Enaatonnya ye enaabimeza 
[ap].  Ate kati ggwe 

Whatever amount of rain the 
crops receive is what will help 
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085 
 

onaalinda kusiga mu 
Gwakuna [ap]? 

them to sprout [ap]. Will you 
wait to plant in April [ap]? 

Male 1  
 
 
090 

Ate Ogwokuna gyeri? 
Bagambye mu Gwokusatu 
muno ejja kutonnyamu 
ntono, gwake [ap]. 

Will there be rain in April? We 
have been told that there will be 
some little rain in March, to be 
followed by a dry period [ap]. 

Female 2  
 
 
 
095 
 
 

Kati tulina  kusiga ne bibeera 
mu ttaka, bwenatonnya nga 
bimera [ap]. Bwe 
binaayokebwako omusana 
mu Gwokuna, ate wasigadde 
ennaku mmeka [ap]? 

We now have to plant and leave 
the seeds in the ground so that 
they can germinate whenever it 
rains [ap]. In case they are 
scorched by the sun in April; 
by the way how many more 
days are left [ap]? 

Male 1  
 
100 
 
 
 

Anti ekizibu, etonnye bubi, 
tewera ebintu kumera. 
Kaakati bwe tutonnya nti 
mpozzi egize, mu ttaka 
okutema nga ki [ap]? 

The problem is that there has 
not been enough rain for the 
crops to germinate. In case it 
rains and we think that it has; 
when you dig into the ground, 
you find that it is what? [ap]. 

Several   Nga wakalu; Nfuufu [ap] It is dry; Dust [ap] 
Female 2 105 

 
 
 
 
110 
 

Ejja kuwera [ap] lwa nsonga 
kubanga omwana bw’ajja 
n’amaanyi tazaalika. Ate 
eby’e Lyantonde 
tewabiwulidde bwe yazze ne 
kibuyaga [ap]. 

The rain will intensify [ap] 
because when a baby comes 
with force it is not easy to 
deliver it. Didn’t you hear what 
happened at Lyantonde where 
the rain came with strong 
winds [ap]. 

Female 1  
 
 

Aah ah nange okujja bwetyo 
nedda owange [1st af]. 

If it is to come like that, it 
would rather not come at all [1st 
af]. 

Female 2 115 
 
 
 

Ne kibuyaga abantu 
yabalese bweru. Okujja 
n’esuula ennyumba erekayo 
[1st af]. 

The winds left people homeless. 
It would rather not come at all 
instead of leaving us homeless 
[1st af]. 

Female 1  
120 
 

Okujja n’ensigula we 
mbadde ngumidde ate ne 
nsigala mu kyereere [1st af]! 

For it to come and displace me, 
leaving me with nothing at all 
[1st af]! 

Male 1  
 
 

Okulwayo ate nejja 
n’amaanyi ate n’eyonoona 
[1st af]! 

For it to delay and then come 
with a lot of destructive force 
[1st af]! 

Female 1 125 
 
 
 
 

Uh uh uh, eyo 
ey’okwonoona ebintu [1st 
af]! N’omwana bwajja 
amangu ayonoona omuntu 
[j]! 

No, no, no, that one will be 
destructive [1st af]. Even when a 
baby comes with force, it 
damages a person (the mother) 
[j]. 

Male 1 130 
 
 

Eyo njala, gye tutegese 
okufuna [ap]. Male 4 
ogambye otya? 

We are bound to experience 
hunger [ap]. Male 4, what do 
you have to say? 
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Male 4  
 
135 
 
 
 

Nze nnalabye nga njala 
yezze, ggwe ate bamaze 
okupima ne balaba, amazzi 
matono. Kati ate njala si 
yeetutuuseeko [ap]? 

I think we are going to 
experience hunger since they 
have already gauged and seen 
(established) that there is going 
to be little water. Aren’t we 
headed for hunger [ap]? 

Female 1  
140 
 
 
 
 

Aah nze ow’okubirya [j] 
ngenda kubisiga bibeereyo. 
Ate kati bwe naabirya ate 
n’etonnya nti singa nabisiga. 
Aah ah. ngenda kubiteeka mu 
ttaka [ap]. 

Since I know I may eat the seed 
[j], I will just go ahead to plant it 
and leave it in the ground. I might 
regret later if I eat the seed now 
only for the rain to come later. 
No, I will go ahead to plant [ap]. 

Female 2 145 
 

Tujja kusiga busizi [ap]. We just have to plant [ap]. 

Male 1  
 
 
150 

Luli lwe bajja baatubuulira. 
Baagamba nti ejja kutonnya, 
gyeri ntono, naye yatonnya 
[ap]. 

The last time they came they told 
us that there was going to be 
some little rain, but all the same 
it rained [ap]. 

Female 1  
 
 

Yee, etonnye ensaamusaamu 
naye nga teyonoonye [ap]. 

Yes, the rain would rather be 
moderate but not destructive 
[ap]. 

Female 5  
155 

Yee, bwebeera ntonotono 
njaagala [ap]. 

Yes, I prefer the moderate 
rainfall [ap]. 

Female 1  
 

Naye eyo etonnya n’ereka 
abantu ebweru [ap]! 

But not the kind that leaves 
people homeless [ap]! 

Male 4  
 
160 

Naye nga byo ebirowoozo byo 
byebyo. Byebyo, ate waliwo 
ebirala? 

But those are the ideas. That is 
all, do we have any more? 

Female 2  
 
 
 

Naye kuva dda na dda abantu 
basiga Gwakusatu. Ggwe wali 
osizeeko Ogwokuna? 

But since time immemorial 
people have always planted in 
March. Have you ever planted in 
April? 

Male 3 165 
 

Naye nga basuubirayo enkuba 
etonnya [ap]. 

But they expected the rains to 
come [ap]. 

Female 2  
 
 
170 

Eya ddi? Eya May? Kati eya 
May n’esigibwamu? N’osiga 
ebijanjaalo ku nkomerero 
y’Ogwokuna [ap]? 

What rains?  The ones of May? 
Can you plant in the May 
rains? Would you plant the 
beans at the end of April [ap]? 

Female 4  
 

N’ogamba nti nsize 
ebijanjaalo [j]? 

And you claim to have planted 
beans [j]? 

Male 1  
 
175 
 
 
 
 

Egenda kutonnya ng’eyanika 
bweti, anaaba asize 
ebijanjaalo ajja kufunamu, 
kubanga wayinza 
okutonnyayo ekire ekimu nga 
kya maanyi, ebimera ne 
bimera [ap]. 

It is going to rain with some dry 
periods; whoever will have 
planted beans will gain, because 
we might receive one heavy 
shower that will help the crops to 
germinate [ap]. 
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Male 2 180 
 

Era na kati kiba kyetaaga 
kusiga [ap]. 

We need to plant now [ap]. 

Male 1   
 
 

Anti akasana bwe kaakamu ne 
bigira ate n’etonnyayo, ah, 
bwotyo [ap]. 

The crops will get a mixture of 
both dry and wet periods [ap]. 

Female 2 185 
 

Tugende tutandike okusiga 
[ap]. 

We should go and start to plant 
[ap]. 

Male 2  
 
 
190 

Bisangibwayo n’omusulo 
nagwo ne guyamba [ap]. Ate 
wabaayo n’ekirala... 

The rain will find the crops in the 
ground and the dew will also be 
of some help [ap]. The other point 
is that… 

Female 4  
 

Omala gateekayo [ap]. You just take the risk to plant 
[ap]. 

Female 1  
 
195 

Si kumala gateekayo [j]. 
Muteekayo [ap] naye si 
gamala [ap]. 

Not just taking the risk for the 
sake [j]. You plant [ap] but not 
simply for the sake [ap]. 

Male 1   
 
 

Obutonde bw’ensi emiti 
mugimalamu. Mugitemye 
ne mugimala [j]. 

You have done away with all 
the trees in the environment. 
You have cut and finished all of 
the trees [j]. 

Female 2 200 
 
 
 
 
205 

Kati e Lyantonde gye 
yakubye emiti bagimazeeyo 
[j]? Oba embuyaga 
eyakubye ekkanisa mu 
kibuga tewaabadde miti 
[ap]? 

Are there no more trees in 
Lyantonde where the rain was 
destructive [j]? Or were there 
no trees in town where the 
winds destroyed a church 
building [ap]? 

Male 1   
 

Kye kituleetedde n’enkuba 
okutoniwa [j]. 

That’s why the rains have 
decreased [j]. 

Male 2  Amanda  [j] Charcoal [j]  
Male 1   

210 
Ndowooza bye mukubaganya 
biwedde. 

I think that is all you had to 
discuss. 

Male 2  Byebyo  That is all. 
Male 1   

 
Ndowooza bituweddeko. I think we have nothing more to 

contribute. 
Male 4  

215 
 

Tusimbe emmere eyanguwa. 
Kasooli tumuveeko [ap]. 

Let us plant the fast-maturing 
crops and leave the maize [ap]. 

Man 5  
 
 

Kasooli bamuveeko kuba 
ogw’okutaano enkuba ejja 
kuba egenze [ap]. 

You should leave the maize 
because by May the rain will 
have stopped [ap]. 

Male 4 220 
 

Tusimbe ebijanjaalo 
n’obummonde [ap]. 

We should  plant beans and irish 
potatoes [ap]. 

Male 1   
 

Tusimbe ebijanjaalo 
n’obummonde [ap]. 

We should  plant beans and irish 
potatoes [ap]. 

Male 4  
225 

Umm, bye bikulira emyezi 
ebiri n’ekitundu [ap]. 

Yes, they take only two and a half 
months to mature [a]. 

Male 1   Ebyanguwa [ap]. They are fast-maturing [ap]. 
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Man 5  
 

Nze nange kye ndabye [ap]. I share that view [ap]. 

Female 1  
230 

Mubiwulidde. Egenda 
kutumwa enviiri [ap]. 

You heard it all. Hunger is going 
to ‘shave off our hair’ [ap]. 

 
4.3  Analytical perspectives on appraisal, participation, and decision-making 
 
Participants, through inscribed and invoked appreciation and judgment, concur on their critical 
evaluation of the weather forecast, which is that ‘the rain will be too little to sustain a full crop 
cycle’ and for that matter ‘the community is bound to face hunger’. This negative attitude is 
illustrated, through the expression of despair and lament, by various participants in different 
turns (Male 1: 001-013, 048-9, 061-3, 070, 093-6, 123; Female 1: 003, 007, 023-4, 054-5, 076-
7, 216; Female 2: 026, 079-080; Male 2: 028; Male 4: 045, 059, 126-9; Female 4: 052). The 
negative attitude is made more clear by a collective assessment ‘nga wakalu; nfuufu’ (it is dry; 
dust: 104), which is a ‘consensus’ appraisal of the situation. The assessment is concluded with 
a metaphor (230), which also serves to close the discussion. 
 
Indeed, before the concluding metaphor, other metaphors (106-7, 127-8) are employed as 
resources of evaluation to express negative attitudes toward extreme weather conditions. While 
– egenda kutumwa enviiri (hunger is going to shave off our hair: 230) – is invoked to express 
‘serious’ concern about the potential impact of insufficient (too little) rain to the crops and 
consequently to the community, a similar ‘magnitude’ of concern is expressed about the impact 
of excessive (too much) rain when – omwana bw’ajja n’amaanyi tazaalika (when a baby comes 
with force it is not easy to deliver it: 106-7) and n’omwana bwajja amangu ayonoona omuntu 
(when a baby comes with force, it damages a person - the mother: 127-8) – are invoked. 
 
The metaphors allude to practical, fearful, and unwanted experiences of the ordinary lives of 
participants, hence making the discussion less abstract. Thus, the precision with which the three 
metaphors capture the properties of negative attitude which the participants intend to express 
in this meeting illustrates Handford’s (2010: 204) argument that “cultural allusions and 
metaphors tend to be extremely evaluative.”  
 
At a lexico-grammatical level, the negative attitude is particularly expressed through the 
recursive use of specific linguistic units as negative keywords, most notably the following: the 
negative marker si-/te- (not: 003, 005, 007, 023, 046, 049, 099), food noun njala (hunger: 026, 
028, 126, 130, 133), weather verb –aaka/-okya (scorch: 010, 094), weather nouns sana (sun: 
010, 094) and kibuyaga (wind: 110, 115, 202), adjectives –sana/-kalu (dry: 036, 094, 104) and 
-tono (little: 012, 090, 136, 149), nouns kizibu (problem: 045, 098) and maanyi (force: 107, 
123, 128), verb onoon- (destroy: 123, 128, 152, 201, 203).  
 
However, through inscribed appreciation, participants make an implied group decision to take 
the risk and plant their crops (Male 1: 031; Female 2: 079, 086, 138, 173; Female 1: 080; Male 
2: 169; Male 4: 206; Male 5: 215). The decision can be regarded as a group decision because it 
is suggested and reiterated by various participants in different turns. The reiteration of the 
‘decision-making’ phrase is a form of repetition which, according to Tannen (2007: 61), does 
not only tie parts of discourse to other parts, but also bonds participants to the discourse and to 
each other, linking individual speakers in a conversation and in relationships. The implied group 
decision is particularly expressed through the reiteration of the following positive keywords: 
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farm verbs simb-/sig- (plant: 031, 057, 079, 080, 091, 140, 145, 181, 214, 220), mer-/tegulur- 
(germinate/sprout: 035, 052, 082, 093), weather verb tonny- (rain: 082, 093, 142, 156, 166, 
173), modal verb -jja (shall: 079, 080). 
 
The lamentation (001-030, 090-099, 123), desperation (076, 126-130, 216), as well as the 
consensus to take the risk to plant (075-6, 086-7, 169, 200-215) build a platform for constructing 
a group identity, which is expressed by the consistent use of “tu-” (we) in the dialogues. The 
group identity is especially reaffirmed by the use of the metaphor – egenda kutumwa enviiri 
(hunger is going to shave off our hair: 230) – which is a moment to express ‘inclusive’ humor 
and also to close the discussion.  
 
The position of the “concerned individual” that is assumed by participants in the above-cited 
cases of constructing group identity is an expression of citizenship as a collective and 
participatory decision-making process. Indeed, when Female 1 tries to show hesitation (054-6) 
about the ‘collective decision’ of taking the risk to plant, she is judged by Male 3 (057) and 
Female 2 (059) as proposing an outrageous idea which is against group consensus and therefore 
against the spirit of group identity. The negative judgment of Female 1 is confirmed by Female 
4 who explicitly retorts – nange ansobedde! (she perturbs me with her idea: 061). In this 
segment, Female 1 is isolated as a bad member of the group. 
 
The cognitive move structure of the discussion presents in three juxtaposed parts – i) evaluation 
of the weather forecast and its implications for the community (001-030, 045-090); ii) critical 
reasoning on the state of affairs (091-171); iii) decision-making and closure of discussion (031-
040, 173-230). The totality of constitution of the three parts of the discussion arises from the 
iterative nature of their respective cognitive moves. Two of the metaphors (106-7, 127-8) which 
I mentioned above come in the second segment of the meeting where participants endeavor to 
make sense of the apparently complex weather-related phenomena.  
 
The understanding of the complex phenomena is facilitated by the use of the two metaphors, in 
which case, as Tannen (2007: 2) argues, creativity in problem-solving serves as the “sound or 
music of language, by means of which hearers and readers are rhythmically involved, and at 
the same time involved by participating in the making of meaning.” Another metaphor (216) 
comes in the third segment of the meeting and after it is invoked the discussion closes. In this 
sense, interpersonal creativity is used not only to affirm group identity, but also to summarize 
a position.  
 
A further look at the cognitive move structure of this meeting also reveals that the chairperson 
(Male 1) does not assume his role as moderator to open the meeting. Instead, the chairperson 
takes the first turn to contribute to the debate and then he leaves other members to spontaneously 
take turns to participate in the discussion. Similarly, the chairperson does not take the last turn 
to close the discussion. However, the chairperson takes occasional intervals (041, 073, 132) to 
moderate the discussion by controlling turns and topics, as well as to close the discussion (212). 
All participants, including the chairperson, take their discursive turns in a spontaneous manner, 
without having to seek the permission of the chair. The spontaneous nature of taking turns 
further illustrates the sense of oneness and citizenship among the participants, because through 
it members demonstrate both their individual and collective ‘belonging’ to the group by 
allowing an orderly exchange of speech turns. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
The analysis of this meeting reveals that through spontaneous turn-taking, subtle decision-
making, and the citizenship position of a “concerned individual”, participants work towards 
consensus-building through which they construct and cement a strong group identity. The 
analysis highlights the relationship between participatory discourse and participatory 
community development which proves that participation at a meeting may be expressed through 
interaction with other participants by way of a discussion style in which a specific point is 
shaped by several participants rather than a single turn and enunciated by one individual. When 
participants contribute to the dialogue, they demonstrate their allegiance to the group and their 
commitment to the ultimate goal of participation, which is to reach consensus. By manipulating 
specific linguistic resources of appraisal, participants are able to approve or disapprove, applaud 
or criticize, and share their emotions and tastes, as well as create attitudinal positions which 
they wish their listeners to adopt. 
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